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Metastases directed Therapy (MDT) in Oligometastatic Breast Cancer

Claudio accusa Ero di Marcus Stone
William Shakespeare

Much Ado About Nothing?

Until now…



SABR achieved 22-month median OS benefit in patients with a controlled primary
tumor and 1-5 oligometastases

Palma et al. JCO 2020



 8-year OS was 27.2% in the SABR arm versus 13.6% in the control arm (hazard ratio, 0.50;

95% confidence interval, 0.30-0.84; P = .008)

 Patients in the SABR arm were less likely to require cytotoxic chemotherapy (33.3% vs 54.6%,

respectively, P = .043)

 Even with SABR, many patients progress with new metastases, likely be- cause of the

presence of occult micrometastatic disease at presentation…but some can receive salvage

therapy with repeat SABR

Harrow et al. IJROBP 2022



Representative Reports of MDT in Oligometastatic Breast Cancer



Prognostic Factors in Oligometastatic Breast Cancer

Merloni F et al. Therapeutic Advances in Medical Oncology 2023
Shen et at. Ann Surg Oncol 2013

Moossdorff M et al. Eur J Surg Oncol 2015



Steven J. Chmura-2022 ASCO Annual Meeting

EBM Reports of MDT in Oligometastatic Breast Cancer: The NRG-BR002
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EBM Reports of MDT in Oligometastatic Breast Cancer: The NRG-BR002

Steven J. Chmura-2022 ASCO Annual Meeting



 NRG-BR002 has targeted recurrent and de-novo oligometastatic BC without specifying the duration of
chemotherapy prior to SBRT (pts could been enrolled within 12 months) neither standardizing the timing of SBRT

 Heterogeneity in SBRT schedules: biological effect of 30Gy/single session is the same of 45Gy/5 fractions??

 It was remarkable that Authors designed the study with an estimated PFS in the ablation arm of 19 months, and it
was absolutely spot-on with an observed PFS of 19.5 months. But it also turns out that Authors grossly
underestimated how well patients did on just systemic therapy alone

 Insufficient regulation of the regimen for systemic therapy, (ii) inaccurate timing of the start of PFS and (iii) problems
with the procedure for diagnosing oligometastases

CONCERNS regarding NRG-BR002 trial



CONVENTIONAL IMAGING

METABOLIC/NEXT GENERATION IMAGING?

…problems with the procedure for diagnosing oligometastases



• Delphi questionnaire aimed at offering consensus recommendations

• The main recommendations are the introduction of modern imaging methods in metastatic screening for an earlier
diagnosis of oligometastatic breast cancer and the development of prospective trials also considering the
histological and molecular complexity of breast cancer

• Strategies for the randomisation of imaging methods and therapeutic approaches in different subsets of patients
are also addressed



New classification of Oligometastatic Breast Cancer: 
what about oligoprogressive disease or induced oligometastases?

EORTC/ESTRO classification of Oligometastatic disease



What about oligoprogressive disease or induced oligometastases?



CURB trial: oligoprogressive BC



CURB trial: oligoprogressive BC







IS PFS THE PROPER ENDPOINT IN OLIGOMETASTATIC BC?



Novel Endpoints in the Appraisal of Ablative Local Treatments of Oligometastatic Cancer

Loi M et al. Oncologist 2021





Future efforts to identify specific subsets who may benefit from SBRT to 
oligometastases are likely to continue…



 What’s the clinically relevant endpoint in MDT?

Optimal timing of MDT: Should we treat metastases upfront, or should we prioritize

systemic therapy and subsequently consider MDT?

How long should we wait to initiate MDT?

Based on current data, these questions remain unanswered, and ongoing trials 
seem not designed to solve this issue

Conclusion AND Unmet points


